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*Game Introduction *

--「The more we learn, the more ignorant we get.」
This is an era of discovery. The industrial revolution has just demonstrated its power. With the increasingly emerged new

technologies, human beings are free from natural sensory limitations, and the frontier of the cognitive world is expanding at an
unprecedented speed.

“Yan” is a student of natural history. By coincidence, he has been sent to a natural observation station in the mountain for
scientific research......

「Though the work is plain and dull, I can discover nothing significant if giving up halfway.」
He starts his journey of discovery with this belief.

On the way to the unknown world, who is waiting for him? And what would happen between them?

*Game Features*

Dynamic Live2D pictures, even 2D characters are vivid(especially ears and tail!)
Dubbing throughout the game according to Live2D pictures
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Elaborate CG

Dynamic Performance

* Character Introduction *

Mori
CV:円木左右子

Age: 18 / Height: 163cm
A feisty fox spirit, living in a temple in the mountains with Lord Sky Fox since childhood. She has little understanding of the

human world, so she is full of curiosity.

Lord Sky Fox
CV:紅葉美兎

Age: appears to be 25, no one knows her actual age ? /Height: 168cm
A serious adult fox spirit who processes enigmatic ability like a god. She lives with Mori and cares for her, but not knowing how

to express.
She seems passive and reclusive, perhaps because she is well-informed.
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AsicxArt
Publisher:
SakuraGame
Release Date: 23 May, 2018
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My favorite game and the only game i have ever played since I was a kid.. Stylish, fun shooter with unique levels. Several optons
to customize your experience including soundtrack and movement style. Can be quite challenging on higher difficulties. Game
has been patched and I can confirm that the "freezing" bug has been squashed.. So i like rts games in vr and ive played since
command and conquer days. This game however i almost ignored, but im glad that i didnt. Heres why.
So i load up the game and think ewww.... I dont like the text its attrocious. Let me be clear im playing in vr, so whats a small
graphic thing is a biggg graphic thing in vr. Anyways i say eww. Then i check the options and wouldnt ya know there a bunch of
different menu sets to change to. Ok found one i like... Cool, nice option. Another option says tuants and i click..... And it taunts
me. It said something like ohh is what im saying hurting your ears. What! So i turn tuants back on and say talk
your♥♥♥♥♥♥well settle this in the gridbased warzone. From then on im hooked. The units are supposed to be basically
morphed species things and the fact you control what the do down to the number is really cool. Like i made a tank healer that
cost a crapton of resource and then a weak scout with a blink teleport ability and stealth. Then the enemy sees my stealthed unit
with a unit designed speciffically to find stealth units. And he taunts me about how he sees it. At this point im furious and going
to mess his♥♥♥♥♥♥up. Nope he destroyed me and i found out that the name is apt to the game. Its like the enemy responds to
your attacks and threat level by increasing or decreasing thiers
 So the next game i hide and build a big(it was small for this game, becuse you can make as many units as you want, and weaker
units are smaller and turrets are based on what you want them to do.) All in all for the price i reccomend it if it looks interesting
to you. Theres much more to it does have downsides.(graphic design?) But most games do. As far as gameplay its solid and vr
doesnt have many rts. Especially ones like this that dump everything you know about rts on its head. Devs first game i didnt care
for but this one i feel was right up my alley.. meh, I liked it and didn't like it. I am in the middle with this game. But, I love
WWII to much to not recomend this game. Cause it does has it's moments.. This♥♥♥♥♥♥is dope. Why haven't you bought
this game already?
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Serious warning: Do NOT purchase from this developer. He just removed the licenses from every user who bought his game
"Simple Story - Alex" from GoGo\/Otakubundle (And all of the DLC, too.)
His argument: He never got any money from the bundleseller, so he decided to punish the innocent customers (who payed
actually money for this) by removing the licenses from their accounts.
Interesting: he also announced that his games get "drastically cheaper" in the future. Strange, shortly before Steam Winter Sale
starts, right?
Avoid!. First DLC thats not FREE and it is worth $2.99!. This game is very much like a throwback to toejam and earl, but
different. Alot of the same rules apply. I have MANY fond memories of that game, so my hats off to the peeps who made this.
My son and I have been faithfully watching Adventure Time from the beginning of the series. My son thinks it's just a cool
show while I, being and old man in my mid 30's, gets the D and D references and many other adult themes. My opinion of the
game is slighty biased. Hell, I even liked "explore the dungeon" because the green fairies boosted imagination! And they said
this is a kids show....... its just so good, its imposubru to not use.. Russian video game industry died soon after it was properly
born. Together with pretty much everything else in the country. But before that, there were some pretty interesting releases that
kind of deserved attention. And this is the one of them. Do you like games like Carmageddon and Interstate series? Well,
then keep reading. Maybe it'll worth for you to check this game out. Maybe not, though. Just keep swimming reading.

Sledgehammer (aka Gear Grinder) was made by Targem Games, the guys behind Battle Mages and Hard Truck:
Apocalypse series and you can actually see those games on posters in Sledgehammer. Even though those games were
OK at best, Targem got a lot of praise for them in Russia. Because hey! The guys made games and those actually 
worked! At least, sometimes they did. Anyway, what is Sledgehammer? Well, like I said, it's pretty much a mix between 
Carmageddon and Interstate. With a little pinch of Hard Truck: Apocalypse. Like in Hard Truck: Apocalypse, you'll drive
futuristic truck. Only this time the truck will also be... a transformer. Don't expect it to turn into a giant robot (there is an 
Optimus Prime joke in this game, though), but you'll be able to freely switch between the fast racing mode (your truck will
run faster and you'll be able to use nitro) and battle mode (slow, but you'll be able to shoot things). And this alone is... kind
of awesome, actually. I mean, Carmageddon-like races with Interstate-like shooting and Hard Truck-like vehicles? Sounds
like a cool thing, huh?

And there's actually more in all that. There's both multiplayer mode and a single player campaign here. With single player
campaign being divided in six chapters with about half a dozen missions each. Missions will vary, so, don't expect doing the
same thing over and over again. There'll be different kinds of races, there'll be a bombing mission, there'll be a convoy
mission, sometimes you'll need to escape, or drive through the checkpoints... in other words, even though the number of
mission types is pretty limited, you won't get bored. Some missions are optional and every mission will come with three
\u201cmedals\u201d - bronze, silver and gold. You'll either fail here, or get one of those, depending on your performance.
You'll be able to re-play missions for better rewards and your motivation for that will be prizes. See, in this game you'll also
be able to customize your car. Nothing groundbreaking, pretty much on Hard Truck: Apocalypse level, but hey! Customizing
your vehicle and putting better guns on it is always cool. There's also a story, but... it sucks.

Not really a bad surprise, huh? The games like Vangers and Pathologic that come with mind-blowing complicated stories are
not what you usually expect from Russian developers. A lot of cheap nonsense about how porn star fights Osama bin Laden
to get his stolen\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665back (I'm not kidding, it's actually a thing), that's more
like it. And this game? It's like the cheapest attempt to make a cheap rip-off of that famous Knight Rider show. You know,
the one about the guy, who almost died, but ended up getting a talking car instead. Voiceover is laughable too. Remember The
House of the Dead 2? \u201cSeems like my advice had no effect. Suffer, like G did!\u201d Yeah, that's exactly what you'll
get here. Acting in this game is like... it's just... *sigh* Usually, Russian games have way, way better acting in Russian
versions (just because in Russia, where everybody's poor, it's easier to hire a good actor for just a few bucks). It was like that
in games like Sea Dogs (that one actually had the actor who dubbed Gandalf in The Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit
trilogies by Peter Jackson) and Rage of Mages (that one included Russian voice of Optimus Prime), but... it's not the case
here. Both Russian and English acting are really, really awful. Fits the story, since, like I said, the story is a joke, but still,
your ears won't thank you here.

Unfortunately, bad acting isn't the only thing that sucks here. If you've played Russian games before, you can easily guess
what I'm about to say. Yeah, the game isn't really well-made. Russian video game industry started too late and developers
never had enough money and experience to make something really good and polished. You know the drill. If Russian game at
least starts without giving you BSODs and errors, it's considered to be a huge achievement for the developers and you should
praise the freakin' sun for that. Or Beebo. Seriously, guys, praise the blue god, he's awesome. Anyhow, Sledgehammer isn't
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the worst example of Russian games. It works pretty fine, it doesn't crash, there's a gamepad support (that actually works
pretty fine even with Xbox One controller) and all in all the game feels... OK.

There's still a lot of crap here too, though. For example, don't expect tracks to be polished (some of them are full of stuff
that will lead you to cheap deaths), balance simply doesn't exist, while some goals... well... let's just say that all you had to do
is follow the damn train, CJ. You know what I mean, I'm sure you do. Let's just say that those "trains" will happen here
more often than you'll want to.

So... yeah... If you want something perfectly polished with a really nice package, then you should think twice before buying
this. Sledgehammer reminds me a bit of another game. Russian RECOIL rip-off called Killer Tank. Some things here feel
totally fine, while the others are way too cheap and unfair. Sledgehammer is a mixed bag. Some missions are cool and fun,
while others are way too unfair and crappy. Up to the point where you'll be ready to rage quit it. Almost finished hard
mission, almost did it, almost did it... dang, the truck you were supposed to protect stuck and won't move anymore! That's how
it is in this game. If you're ready to suffer through all that, Sledgehammer can also provide you a lot of fun. Hence the
thumb up. Also, keep in mind that we don't have much games in this genre anyway. So, it's not like we can be picky. But if
you're like Rorschach from Watchmen and don't want to compromise, then, well... you have been warned. Like most of the
other Russian games, Sledgehammer feels a lot like Soviet car. It will get you there, but don't expect a comfortable ride.. This
is A very well maded game it's a lot of Fun. There may be some fixs needed but no game stopping bugs.. Short, but IT'S SO
FUNNY OMG.
It's such a nice experience. It's like the bastard son of Touhou and Crypth of the Necrodancer.
. Overall I would not recommend it, the storyline is very dry with absolutely no focus at all, the main storyline is non existent,
and the characters are very bland with almost no personality, the demo is a pretty good representation of the game, since the
quality does not improve after the demo, so if you enjoyed the demo, I reckon you might want to buy this game for $3 to
support the developer.. very short game a good game but very short i liked it but its was very short left me asking were is the
rest.
wonder if there is going to be a 2nd game???. I’m not sure who the target demographic for this game is. We've played lots of
puzzle games over the years and Lake Ridden doesn’t scratch the itches that any of the others did. After playing it for 2
hours we decided it was best to refund it since the puzzles were very dry and we took that as a sign that they would continue
being so for the rest of the game. Walking between the puzzles was monotonous, and while it wasn’t technically a “walking
simulator” we can see why the devs had to come out to specifically refute the claims.

This is new… Upcoming 18+ story-game!:
I never thought this day would come. The day I would write light-erotica (is that the right word?) with tentacles… Oh well,
adult-content games do sell well on Steam. 

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1032020/Shantalia_and_Coralihulu/
https://store.steampowered.com/dlc/1032020/Shantalia_and_Coralihulu/
. Devlog #11: Time to say goodbye:
Hi everyone!

We want to give you the opportunity to play on servers hosted by us in the future, both official servers (no mods) and your
own servers that can have mods. To make this possible, we need money, in other words, a monthly subscription or hosting fee,
whatever you like to call it. You will still be able to host your own game server on your PC or a third-party server as well as
play in singleplayer.

Although it will take some time until we have set up everything to support official servers and server hosting, we need to
consider the costs for that already. Unfortunately, this means we can't sell the game on Steam anymore because Valve would
get a significant revenue share when you subscribe to our service. We have to set up our own infrastructure, which is a huge
investment, so it is not affordable for us to pay a large chunk of our income to Valve because we want to offer this service as
inexpensive as possible (for significantly less than most paid MMOs).

We think that this step will be beneficial for the game because we can spend more money on the development by not paying
xx% to Valve. While we get traffic on Steam that apparently should make the cut worth it, it's actually not that much and we
will have to do a lot of marketing anyway.

There are more reasons why we will leave Steam, but I don't want to talk about them here.
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If you have purchased the game on Steam, you will keep it and still get all updates via our launcher.

If you want to purchase our game after its removal from Steam, it will be available on our website next year (2019), as soon
as the next big update is out.

Update: We have requested Valve to remove it after the Winter sale.. New Minimum and Recommended requirements:
Hi!

We recently benchmarked the game on a range of hardware and set the final requirements on the Steam page.

While performance will definitely be changing during further Early Access development, we will always be trying to keep the
game playable with decent FPS on these specs below.

We also did some clever engineering here and there to improve the performance on low specs for the upcoming version B101.
It will land in the hands of the beta testers soon!

Take care!
Deep Water Studio

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit / Windows 8 64 Bit / Windows 10 64 Bit
Processor: Core i3 3.1 GHz or AMD Phenom II X3 2.8 GHz
Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 560 1GB (720p Low), GeForce GTX 750 Ti 2GB (1080p Low) or AMD equivalents
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 20 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Recommended:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit / Windows 8 64 Bit / Windows 10 64 Bit
Processor: Intel Quad Core i7 3770K or AMD Ryzen 5 1600X
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: GeForce GTX 1060 6 GB (1080p High), GeForce GTX 1070 8GB (1080p Extreme) or AMD equivalents
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 20 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible. Ver 1.06.3 Patch Notes - 04/10/2016:

Bug Fixes. FOIL THE PLAN FOR WORLD DOMINATION!:
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Add the game to Steam wishlist to stay updated!
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Paris, 1900. During the world expo an unknown force kidnaps the brightest minds of the century.
To what sinister end? Step into the shoes of Emily Patterson – the daughter of one of the captured scientists – to conduct
your own investigation, follow the trail of the captor and thwart his evil plans before the fate of the world is sealed.

The game will be available at 40% discount for seven days after the launch.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/678970/Modern_Tales_Age_Of_Invention/
. Total War: THREE KINGDOMS - Mid Game Spotlight:

We take a look at the events of the Three Kingdoms – and how they will all unfold when the would-be Emperors of the realm
make their claim to the throne…

Click here to watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HrCN-0FIPvk
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